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Abstract
This paper introduces a quickscan checklist for assessing the adoption level of concurrent engineering (CE) practices
within manufacturing companies. The checklist is then used to describe quantitatively CE practice, as surveyed within 46
companies. The paper "rst introduces the concept of concurrent engineering. Then it describes the main features of the
checklist, demonstrating its advantages by comparison to other CE assessment tools. The paper then elaborates on the
numerical results of an audit within companies. It seems that CE has a high adoption rate within discrete manufacturing
community, but at the same time the use of formal tools and methods is sorely lacking. The paper "nally argues that the
scoring model: the `% CE compliancea, allows for benchmarking between companies. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Concurrent engineering
Most manufacturing companies have seen product life cycles shrink dramatically in the last 10
years. In consumer electronics, new products such
as portable CD players or PC printers, typically
last for 6}9 months. Automotive industry has seen
development cycles reduce from 5}8 years to 36
months and less [1]. This means new products have
to be developed and introduced within short and
predictable lead times, a notion that has been
termed `time-based competitiona. Several management books, such as [2], describe these recent
trends in detail, illustrated with many examples.
The concurrent engineering (CE) concept has
been introduced in 1988 by the US Department of
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Defense (DoD), aimed at helping its suppliers to
produce better products at lower cost within
a shorter time frame. CE introduces concurrency
among the di!erent design activities, which until
then formed a largely sequential process (see Fig. 1
from [3]). A good working de"nition of CE has
been given by Cleetus [4]:
Concurrent Engineering is a systematic approach to the integrated and concurrent development of a product and its related processes,
that emphasizes response to customer expectations and embodies team values of cooperation,
trust and sharing in such a manner that decision
making proceeds with large intervals of parallel
working by all life-cycle perspectives, synchronized by comparatively brief exchanges to produce consensus.
CE has since gained its place as one of the major
`practicesa, along with others such as total quality,
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Fig. 1. Concurrent engineering increases management complexity.
Table 1
Results derived from implementing CE (based on [7,9])
Objective

Metric

Result

Occurrence (%)

Decreased total lead time

Development time
Time to market
Engineering changes
Return on assets
Manufacturing costs

30}70% less
20}90% less
65}90% less
20}120% higher
up to 40% lower

48
70
56
33
30

Improved design quality
Reduced life-cycle cost

logistics and lean production, enabling its adopters
to become world class manufacturers. A recent
study by Voss et al. [5] has, perhaps for the "rst
time, established the existence of a positive correlation (with R2"0.52) between the performance of
665 companies in the marketplace and their use of
`best practicesa. These best practices were de"ned
as belonging to six major groups, with CE being
one of them. The study also showed that the top
10% performance leaders were better than the 10%
laggers, in all of these practice groups. The largest
gap (73%) was found in the CE practice index. This
strongly suggests that companies should adopt CE
as one of their practices to obtain lasting competitiveness.

From Fig. 1 and the de"nition one can already
gather that implementing CE is a very di$cult
management task indeed. Literature is replete with
reports of critical success factors and stumbling
blocks for achieving true concurrency. These cover
all aspects and agents, involved in the development
of well-engineered products, including external
ones such as suppliers and customers. We refer to
[6] for an extensive literature list. Consequently,
although results of CE can be impressive, as reported in Table 1, compiled from [7,9], the
adoption rate and the completeness of implementation di!er markedly between di!erent companies.
A recent position paper [8], emerging from the
PACE project (Practical Approach to Concurrent

